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Reflective Easy Walk Dog Harness, Medium/Large, Red

Reflective strips are visible up to 1000-feet

Designed to gently discourage your dog from pulling on his leashMade from soft, strong nylon with 4 adjustment points for reliable, comfortable fitReflective strips

are visible up to 1000-feet Product DescriptionReflective Easy Walk HarnessAll the benefits of our Easy Walk Harness, now with the added safety of extra nighttime

visibility. The Easy Walk Harness gently discourages your dog from pulling while on a leash. Easy to fit and comfortable to wear, the Easy Walk Harness makes

walking enjoyable for you and your dog. The front-chest leash attachment helps you steer your dog to the side and redirect his attention toward you. The chest strap

rests across your dog’s chest instead of putting pressure on the delicate throat, so there’s no choking or gagging. Now you can take the lead and enjoy the freedom of

stress-free walks.PLEASE NOTE: We do not recommend using a bungee or retractable leash with the Easy Walk Harness.  Features:Highly reflective strips are

woven into the nylon, making dogs visible up to 1,000 ft.Discourages pulling on the leashPerfect for teaching dogs to walk nicely on a leashEasy to fit and use

immediately4 adjustment points provide maximum comfort and reliable fitMartingale loop in chest piece prevents twistingQuick-snap buckles on shoulder and belly

straps for easy on and offBelly strap is a complementary color, making it easy to tell which strap goes over the shoulders and which strap goes under the

bellyAvailable in a variety of colors and size combinations Product DescriptionTaking a walk should be a pleasant experience for everyone involved, and the PetSafe

Reflective Easy Walk Harness is the best way to teach your pooch how to behave on a leash. The two-point harness goes on easily and helps put any pressure against

your dog's chest, instead of their throat, allowing you to show your dog how to walk without pulling. The bright, reflective nylon is easy to see up to 1,000 yards at

night and can be easily washed. Multiple sizes and colors are available, and each can be adjusted for a perfect, snug fit. Made of nylon with reflective strips. Quick

snap buckle for easy on and off. 4 adjustment points provide comfort and reliable fit. Martingale loop in chest piece prevents twisting. Choose from the available

color and size options. 
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